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[The following article is an expansion of a paper presented at the “Case 
Studies III” session at the VRA + ARLIS/NA Joint Conference held in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, in March 2011.]
Introduction
The.prototype. IAINBAXTER&raisonnE1. is. an.experimental.
project.hosted.by.York.University.Libraries.that.seeks.to.expand.
and. transform.the. traditional. catalogue.raisonné. format. into.a.
dynamic. electronic. collection,. collaborative. scholarly. commu-
nications. platform,. and. discovery. zone. (Figure. 1).. Project.
developers. bring. a. range. of. humanities. backgrounds. to. bear.




sion. to. harness. their. humanities. subject. expertise. to. explore.
critical.approaches. to. the.emerging.field.of.digital.humanities..
The.project. is.being.developed.in.collaboration.with.Canadian.
conceptual. artist. IAIN. BAXTER&. and. in. partnership.with. an.
international. and. interdisciplinary. team.of. scholars. as.well. as.
the.Art. Gallery. of. Ontario. and. the. Centre. for. Contemporary.
Canadian.Art.. The. IB&raisonnE. breaks.with. the. linear,. hierar-
chical,. and. static. structures. of. traditional. catalogues. raisonnés.
Figure 1. Victor Romão. IAINBAXTER&raisonnE.Landing.Page. 2010. 
Courtesy Victor Romão and IB&raisonnE. http://archives.library.yorku.
ca/iain_baxterand_raisonne/
Figure 2. IAIN BAXTER& and Adam Lauder. IB&raisonnE. Research.
Recruitment.Poster. 2010. Courtesy IAIN BAXTER& and Adam Lauder. 
http://archives.library.yorku.ca/iain_baxterand_raisonne/archive/fullsize/
food_for_thought_75ed5a1848.jpg
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by. adding. content. in. direct. response. to. the. evolving. creative,.
research,.and.teaching.needs.of.a.diverse.constituency.of.artists,.





catalog.and. collection.adopted.by. the. IB&raisonnE. is. inspired,.
in. part,. by. examples. of. pre-modern. catalogs. by. Pierre-Jean.







of. this. journal.2. This. paper.describes. some. of. the. applications.
to.which. compilation.practices. that. served.as. the. condition.of.
possibility. for. the. emergence. of. eighteenth-century. catalogues.
raisonnés.have.been.adapted.by.IB&raisonnE.developers.to.meet.
fresh.challenges.in.the.field.of.digital.humanities..












an. assistant. professor. at. the. University. of. British. Columbia,.








Beginning. in. 1966,. under. the. corporate. umbrella. of. the.










dematerialized. and.“networked”. telex. and. telecopier.works—
have.received.acknowledgement.from.such.notoriously.critical.
historians.of.the.period.as.Lucy.Lippard9.and.Joseph.Kosuth.10..
Since. 1978,. BAXTER&’s. practice. has. continued. to. investigate.




decades.. Since. retiring. from. the. School. of. Visual. Arts. at. the.
University.of.Windsor.in.2002,.BAXTER&.has.also.continued.to.
develop.innovative.pedagogical.strategies—exemplified.by.the.
ECOARTVAN. (2010)11—of. which. the. IB&raisonnE. can. be. seen.
to.be.the.latest.development.in.a.line.dating.back.to.the.artist’s.
studies.in.education.and.subsequent.experiments.in.non-verbal.
teaching.12. The. primary. challenge. faced. by. developers. of. the.
IB&raisonnE.has.been.to.design.a.container.sufficiently.plastic.to.
“bag”.the.contents.of.the.prolific.and.incessantly.creative.career.
sketched. above.. In. keeping. with. the. artist’s. ongoing. adapta-
tion. of. classification. conventions. as. well. as. the. spirit. of. play.
which.informs.that.engagement,.the.IB&raisonnE.has.proceeded.





work. tempered. by. tactics. drawn. from. critical. information.
studies.
A Brief History of Catalogues Raisonnés
A.brief.history.of.the.earliest.catalogues.raisonnés.sets.the.
stage.for.the.critical.approach.to.participatory.design.discussed.
below.. Art. historian. and. curator. Graham. Larkin,. in. his. 2003.
dissertation.on.printmaker.Jacques.Callot,.produced.a.provoca-
tive.study.of.the.earliest.catalogue.raisonné.devoted.to.an.artist.14.
Compiled. by. the. Parisian. art. dealer. Gersaint,. the. catalogue.
raisonné. of. Callot. was. issued. as. part. of. a. 1744. sales. catalog.
published.on.the.occasion.of.the.estate.sale.of.collector.Quentin.
de.Lorangère:.Catalogue raisonné des diverses curiosités du cabinet 
de feu M. Quentin de Lorangère.15.Larkin.argues.that.the.practices.
of.compilation.and.publication.marshaled.by.Gersaint.promoted.
a. containment. of. the. works. of. Callot. as. they. (co-)existed. at.
that. time. in. the. albums. of. collectors. such. as. Lorangère.. Prior.
to. the. emergence. of. the. catalogue. raisonné,. it.was.possible. to.
speak.of.multiple.oeuvres.when.discussing.the.work.of.an.artist..
Oeuvre.denoted.a.particular.compilation.or.recueil.16.Authorship.
took. second. place. in. such. compilations,. which. were. content-Figure 3. Adam Lauder. IAIN.BAXTER&. 2010. Courtesy Adam Lauder.
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driven.17.As.in.Alison.McQueen’s.study18.of.the.transformation.
of. Rembrandt’s. biography. into. romantic.myth,. Larkin. argues.
that.the.catalogue.raisonné.was.instrumental.in.the.emergence.
of. the.modern. concept. of. an. oeuvre. and. of. associated. notions.
of. authorship. and. artist. biography.. Larkin’s. study. re-focuses.
attention. onto. the. author. function. of. compilers. as.well. as. the.
“network.of.publishers,.dealers.and.amateurs”.which.sustained.
that. compilation. activity.19. He. goes. so. far. as. to. suggest. that,.







their. contribution. to. the. emergence. of. the.modern. art. histor-
ical.methodologies. noted. by. Jonathan. Franklin,. than. for. their.
retention. of. the. participatory. features. of. albums. produced. by.
gentleman. compilers. of. the. pre-modern. era.. Larkin. dubs. that.
compilation.activity.ars.combinatoria.and. likens. it. to. the.cine-
matic. technique. of. montage.21. The. ars combinatoria. described.
by.Larkin.resembles.the.behaviors.of.social.media.users.today,.
and. therefore. has. much. to. teach. contemporary. knowledge-
management.professionals. about. facilitating.user.participation.
in.processes.of.knowledge.organization.and.dissemination..
The. distinctive. contours. of. amateur. compilation. as. an.
approach.to.classification.emerge.clearly.from.the.introduction.
to. the.Lorangère. catalogue. raisonné,. in.which.Gersaint.wrote:.
“There. is. nothing. fixed. about. the. arrangement. that. we. have.
given. to. the. prints;. we. have. the. liberty. of. using. them. in. the.
manner.which.seems.most.useful.and.agreeable.or.according.to.
the.genre.which.we.embrace.(.my.translation).”22.Larkin.under-





(my.translation).”24.Franklin.notes. that. this.respect. for.original.
order.was. unique. to. the. French. context,. “British. catalogs. .. .. ..
being. more. interested. in. order. for. the. purposes. of. sale. than.
for. intellectual. gratification.”25. The. ideals. of. order. preserved.















raisonnés. to. the. concept. of. habitus. developed. in. the. writings.
of. French. sociologist. Pierre. Bourdieu.. Larkin’s. Bourdieuian.
approach. is. compatible. with. Lisa. Hussey’s. recent. applica-
tion. of. Bourdieu’s.methodology. to. contemporary. problems. in.








own.practice,30.who.proposes. that.Callot’s. inclusion. of. “inter-
thematic.visual.puns... .. ..encourage[d].the.compiler.to.actively.
participate. in. the. interference with the usual subject arrangement”.
(my.emphasis).31.While.cautioning.against.a.celebration.of.disor-
derly. compilation,. Larkin’s. study. emphasizes. the. constitutive.
role. of. user. participation. in. scholarly. practices. of. collecting,.
compilation,.and.commercial/scientific.dialogue.and.exchange.
Franklin.also.identifies.a.distinct.logic.at.work.in.the.Callot.
catalogue. raisonné. published. as. part. of. Gersaint’s. Lorangère.
catalogue. raisonné,.whose. amateur-driven. components. physi-





Nevertheless,. Larkin’s. study. shows. that. the. modern. format.
of. the. catalogue. raisonné.was. born. into. a.world. of. amateurs,.
whose. consumption.habits. and.personal. information.manage-
ment.practices.defined. the.context.of. its.circulation.and.reuse..
Mariette’s. hand-written. catalogs. underline. that. even. in. cases.
where. early. catalogues. raisonnés.were. supervised. by. experts,.
they.tended.to.retain.a.degree.of.personalization.and.heuristic.
organization.that.disappeared.in.the.nineteenth.century.
The Politics of Participation
Larkin’s.focus.on.the.user.as.a.producer.of.scholarly.norms.
and.media.practices.is.symptomatic.of.a.recent.trend.in.histor-
ical. studies. of. reference. formats. that. redefines. the. reader. as. a.
prosumer,33.whose.information.behaviors.contribute.to.the.schol-
arly.negotiation.of.textual.meanings..For.instance,.M.D..Eddy’s.
article.on. the.Philosophia Botanica.of.Carl.Linnaeus. (1707–1778).
reveals.that.even.the.celebrated.taxonomy.of.the.Swedish.scien-
tist.was.as.much.a.product.of.contemporaneous.workflows.as.
of. scientific. observation.34. Eddy. argues. that. the. organization.
of. Linnaeus’s. text. mirrored. the. structure. of. cabinets. devel-
oped.to. facilitate. laboratory.workflows..Such.workflows.were,.
in. turn,. based. on. mnemonic. practices. of. commonplacing—a.
form.of.information.management.that.functioned.as.a.personal.
memory. aid—much. like. a.modern. scrapbook—by. organizing.
content. spatially. by. topics.or. themes.unique. to. the. interests.of.
the. compiler.35. Like. the. catalogs. of. Gersaint,. commonplacing.
privileged. “the. liberty. of. the. compiler”36. and. offered. a. flex-
ible. framework. that. could. be. “respatialized. on. a. case-by-case.
basis.”37.However,. this.user-centered. framework.was. rendered.
invisible. to. subsequent. generations. of. readers. once. Linnaean.
tables.were.decontextualized.through.transfer.to.print.
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Margócsy’s.study.of.pre-Linnaean.encyclopedias.39.According.to.
Margócsy,. the. encyclopedia. format.was. a.product. of.practices.
of. “long-distance. exchange”. between. scholars. that—like. the.
subsequent.catalogs.of.Gersaint—embodied.a.commercial.logic.
of. circulation.40. Like. the. encyclopedias. studied. by. Margócsy,.
Gersaint’s. catalogs. constituted. “mobile. and. lasting. reposito-
ries. of. information”. at. the. service. of. a. network. that. included.
amateurs,.dealers.and.specialists.who.repurposed.those.reposi-





of. “social.manuscript[s].”42.Margócsy’s. study—which. includes.
significant.commentary.on.seventeenth-.and.eighteenth-century.





shape. to. habits. of. classification. in. tandem. with. the. connois-
seurial.tastes.of.collectors..
Franklin. notes. that. the. catalogues. raisonnés. of. Gersaint.
coincided.with.the.inauguration.of.more.systematic.approaches.
to.reference.formats.which.are.common.today..Even.so,.amateur.
compilation. practices. consistent. with. the. participatory. logic.
of. pre-modern. commercial. and. scientific. catalog. production.
and. circulation. thrived. well. into. the. nineteenth. century.. The.
information. behaviors. of. users. were. also. prioritized. in. the.
nineteenth-century. photographic. albums. studied. by. Martha.
Langford..For.Langford,.“[T]here.is.no.generic.compiler,”45.since.
album.arrangement.was. intended.to.“reactivat[e].a.suspended.
conversation”46.which.was.unique. to. the.author.of. the. compi-
lation.. The. organizational. logic. of. these. private. albums. is.






contemporary. approaches. to. digital. humanities,. e-learning,.
and.e-research..Participation.figures.prominently. in.a.growing.
literature. on. learning. which. explores. the. supposedly. unique.















a. tendency. to. neglect. the. asymmetries. of. participation.”50. The.
recent.public. relations. text.SocialCorp. is. exemplary. of. a. recent.
spate. of. titles. whose. relentless. boosterism. of. social. media. in.
business.contexts.bears.an.uncanny.resemblance.to.the.uncritical.
rhetoric. of. participation. espoused. by. some. practitioners. and.
theorists. of. library. and. information. science.51. We. sometimes.
appear. to. be. returning. to. the. era. of. the. eighteenth-century.
amateur.in.more.sense.than.one:.participation.is.all.too.often.tied.
to. a. renewed. commodification. of. knowledge. and. knowledge.
organization..The.mobile.device.is.the.new.conch.
In. brief,.History of Participatory Media: Politics and Publics,.
1750-2000. urges. that. contemporary. designers. of. information.
technologies. learn. from. history’s. mistakes. and. move. beyond.
ahistorical. dichotomies. between. active. and. passive. audiences.
and. medium-specific. criteria. of. interactivity.. In. her. contribu-
tion. to. History. of. Participatory. Media,. Lisa. Gitelman. insists.
that.“participatory.media.[…].is.always.more.a.question.of.who.
participates. and.what forms. participation.may. take. than. it. is. a.
question. of. technology”. (my. emphasis).52. In. his. contribution.
to. the. same. anthology,. Bodil. Axelsson. examines. the. politics.








by.History of Participatory Media.was.adopted.by.the.IB&raisonnE.
from.the.earliest.phases.of.project.development.in.revisiting.the.










On.one.hand,.unearthing. this.hybrid. identity.of. the. catalogue.
raisonné.format.draws.attention.to.the.political.tensions.inherent.
in.the.work.of.IAIN.BAXTER&,.an.artist.who.formerly.operated.
as. a. legally-incorporated. business. and. who. routinely. appro-







by.contributors.to.History of Participatory Media..The.IB&raisonnE.
seeks. to. respond. to. the.expressed.needs.of. scholars.and.other.





Theory for Library and Information Science,.whose.editors.urge.that.





Reactivating. Gersaint’s. respect. for. personalization,. tech-
nical. components. of. the. open-source. Omeka. platform. which.
currently. houses. the. IB&raisonnE. have. been. repurposed. to.
accommodate.the.needs.of.contributors.and.users.as.expressed.
through.a.dialogical57. cycle.of.e-mail,. telephone.conversations,.
and. face-to-face.meetings.. In. responding. to.user. feedback.and.
needs.in.this.way,.project.developers.have.applied.the.iterative.
principles.of.Actor.Network.Theory58.and.Soft.Systems59.meth-
odology.. For. example,. a. page. of. dynamic. links. to. the. artist’s.
favorite. websites. was. created. by. artist. and. illustrator. Victor.
Romão.in.the.form.of.a.“campground,”.as.conceived.in.dialogue.
with.BAXTER&.(Figure.4)..In.collaboration.with.BAXTER&.and.
the. author,. Romão. is. also. in. the. process. of. creating. a. digital.
graphic.novel,.&man & e-Chair.(Figures.5-6),.which.recounts.the.
origin. and. development. of. the. IB&raisonnE. that. likewise. sits.
within.Omeka..Finally,.Martha.Langford’s.study.of.the.psycho-





Above. all,. the. IB&raisonnE. recalls. Gersaint’s. respect. for.




visionary. adaptation. of. information. theory. in. his. art. practice.




of. study. the. artist. is. involved. in. project. development. as. both.
collaborator. and. research. subject—contributing. both. practical.
and.creative.insights.through.continuous.cycles.of.dialogue.with.
other. developers.. The. ambition. of. the. IB&raisonnE. is. to.make.
user.participation.as.easy.as.it.was.for.collectors.to.reconfigure.





Figure 4. Victor Romão. IAINBAXTER&RaisonnE_Campground&. 
2010. Courtesy Victor Romão and IB&raisonnE. http://archives.library.
yorku.ca/iain_baxterand_raisonne/campgroundand
Figure 5. Victor Romão, Adam Lauder, and IAIN BAXTER&. &man.&.
e-Chair. 2010. Courtesy Victor Romão and IB&raisonnE. http://archives.
library.yorku.ca/iain_baxterand_raisonne/items/show/426
6. Victor Romão, Adam Lauder, and IAIN BAXTER&. &man.&.e-Chair. 
2011. Courtesy Victor Romão and IB&raisonnE. http://archives.library.
yorku.ca/iain_baxterand_raisonne/items/show/1797







IAIN. BAXTER&. himself). and,. above. all,. through. ongoing.
exchange.with.users..This.approach.parallels.and.draws.upon.
the.insights.of.the.Virtual.Knowledge.Studio.(VKS),65.an.experi-
mental. program. designed. to. integrate. the. infrastructure. and.
techniques. of. e-science. into. the. humanities. while. retaining. a.
critical. objectivity. and. sensitivity. to. discipline-specific. expec-







be. feasible. without. the. generous. support. of. York. University.
Libraries.. York’s. dedication. to. supporting. innovation. through.
its. endowed.W.P.. Scott. Chair. for. Research. in. e-Librarianship.
has.made.this.research.possible..The.generosity,.creativity,.and.
insights. of. IAIN. BAXTER&. have. also. been. essential. at. every.
stage.. Finally,. this. speculative. dialogue. with. the. amateur.
compilers.of.the.eighteenth.century.would.have.been.meaning-
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